
symbols and meanings



 The 1st of March or Mărțișor Day is linked to 

the arrival of spring. MĂRȚIȘORUL was 

originally designed to protect against the evil 

eye, fever or illness in general, and in time 

gained the role of lucky talisman which

brings health, love and wealth. 

 Let’s see some meanings of MARTISOR!!! 



 Four-leaf clover is the symbol of good
fortune and has acknowledged a special
significance for each leaf: health, love,
wealth, fame . According to tradition and
superstition those who carry a four-leaf
clover will be protected from evil spirits will
be lucky in love.

 Some legends say that four-leaf clover is the
only thing that Eve took with her when she
was banished from Paradise. Normally, the
four leaf clover is found difficult, it brings
good luck only if it is found by accident.





The origin of this symbol is unknown, it is
assumed that he is the one who fights
demons and defeat, as he has a role in
preventing fire – coal is purification by
fire and soot that leaves behind defends
against diseases.

In Romanian tradition, the little black
chimney sweeper is an ancient symbol of
good luck – he brings happiness and
prosperity. So if you meet a chimney
sweeper, you have to make a wish that
will come true for sure.

In Romania, the chimney sweeper is
considered a person that brings good luck
as the lyrics say : " You meet the chimney
sweeper in your way / You ll get lucky
from now on/ Concerns, needs , sorrow ,
pain / All will go like smoke."





Horseshoe is also a symbol of good fortune, vitality and
fertility. There are legends that justify its symbolism. The
devil had went to St Dunstan and asked to put him a
horseshoe. But the pain was so fierce that the devil swore
would never enter the house where he sees a horseshoe.

In all European countries there are superstitions that a
horseshoe brings good luck .

In Romanian mythology, iron is the symbol of power,
strength and force .

Traditional horseshoe is believed to bring good luck when
it is found accidentally.

Horseshoe is one of the most popular good luck charms in
the world. Some put them above the entrance door.
Horseshoes are made of iron and it is said they protect
humans and animals from witches, and evil spirits.





The key is a symbol

of luck in finding

your way to success

and fulfillment.

A MĂRȚIȘOR

representing three

keys is said to have

the gift to open

doors to wealth,

health and love.



Martisorul as anchor has

a special significance.

This object is a symbol

of hope and of faith.

It is the symbol of

seafarers crossing the

ocean of life.





SNOWDROP also has an important significance -

resistance, symbol of power, courage and 

unshakable fidelity. This flower gives hope.





 The star is considered a

symbol of good luck.

According to legends, the

star is a geometric symbol

considered by Pythagora to

represent perfection. In the

Middle Ages, Star Wizard was

popular - a symbol of the

mysteries of the universe.

The name "lucky star" comes

from ancient times when

people believed that luck is

written in the stars.



 Ladybug is a symbol of good luck and

protection throughout Europe .

When spring comes and ladybugs

appear, young women and men, eager

to marry are catching these insects

and they are saying: Little, little

ladybug/ where you will fly/ in that

direction I will marry.” Ladybug is a

symbol of luck, and a badge of

motherhood and fertility.





In most cultures, the heart or hearts have been

recognized as a symbol of love, happiness,

compassion and charity. These MĂRȚIȘOARE are

usually offered between lovers.
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